We report on searches for a standard model (SM) Higgs boson in p(p) collisions at a center of mass energy √ s = 1.96
INTRODUCTION
The standard model of particles physics incorporates a Higgs field in order to provide a mechanism for spontaneous symmetry breaking in the electroweak sector [1] . The SM though provides no prediction for the mass of the Higgs boson that is a consequence of this field, and to date no experimental data show evidence of a Higgs signal. Current electroweak precision fits prefer a Higgs mass of less than 154 GeV/c 2 [2] at 95% confidence level. Direct searches at the LEP-II experiments provide a lower limit to the Higgs mass of 114.4 GeV/c 2 [3] at 95% confidence level. At the Tevatron, the dominant production mechanism for a high mass (m H > 135 GeV/c 2 ) Higgs is gluon fusion with the dominant decay mode of the Higgs to two W bosons. For m H = 160 GeV/c 2 , the branching ratio to two Ws is greater than 90%. In order to enhance signal to background significance, only the W decay modes including electrons and muons are used for the searches presented in these proceedings. As well, the spin-correlations between the Higgs and the two Ws combined with the V-A decay of the W allows for kinematic discrimination between signal and background events based upon lepton opening angle. Recent improvements in theory and calculations techniques have shown significant contributions from both vector boson fusion(VBF) and associated production with vector bosons. These additional signal contributions and calculations have now been incorporated into high mass Higgs searches. The CDF and DØ detectors are both general purpose particle detectors and have been described in detail elsewhere [4, 5] and will not be discussed in these proceedings.
DØ H
candidates are triggered using either a single lepton 1 or di-lepton trigger and corresponds to a integrated luminosity of 3.0 f b −1 . Candidate events are selected by requiring large missing transverse momentum (E / T ) and either two electrons (e + e − ), an electron and a muon (eµ), or two muons (µ + µ − ). Muons are reconstructed based upon hits in the muon chambers matched to reconstructed tracks and are required to have transverse momentum (p T ) greater than 10 GeV/c and detector |η|¡2.0. Electrons are reconstructed by matching tracks with electromagnetic clusters, and are required to have p T greater than 15 GeV/c and a detector |η| < 3.0. Both muons and electrons are required to be isolated from additional activity in the calorimeter and tracker. The invariant mass of the two leptons in the event must be greater than 15 GeV/c 2 . Jets are reconstructed using a cone algorithm with R = (∆φ) 2 + (∆η) 2 = 0.5 and required to have p To remove the dominant Z/γ * background, events are required to have missing transverse energy E / T > 20 GeV. To discriminate between E / T generated from mis-measurement and escaping neutrino energy, the variable E / T scaled is constructed as:
where the jet transverse energy resolution is approximated by ∆E jet · sin θ jet . The opening angle ∆φ(jet, E / T ) between the projected energy fluctuation and the missing transverse energy provides a measure of the contribution of the jet energy resolution. Additionally, the minimum transverse mass (M min T
) is the lesser of the transverse masses calculated for each lepton as
The additional requirements for candidate events based upon these variables are optimized for each channel to optimized to suppress the dominate background in each final state. The signal contribution is simulated using both gluon-gluon fusion and vector boson fusion processes where the cross sections have been normalized to next-to-nextto-leading order calculations [6, 7, 8] . After all selection requirements have been applied, the combination of the three channels gives and expected 14.5±0.2 Higgs signal events for m H = 160 GeV/c 2 with a background expectation of 1714 ± 21. In order to increase sensitivity to a signal, an Artificial Neural Network (NN) is constructed using 11 input variables based upon reconstructed lepton kinematics, event kinematics, and event topology. The NN output distributions for for the combined sample are shown in Figure 1 and show no sign of an excess in the high NN output signal region. Using a modified frequentist method that takes advantage of background dominated regions to minimize nuisance parameters, cross section limits on Higgs production for a range of masses are calculated from the log likelihood ratio distribution. For m H = 165 GeV/c 2 the observed cross section limit was 2.0 times greater than the SM cross section with an expected sensitivity of 1.9 times the SM cross section. The observed and expected cross section limits and log likelihood ratios for the full Higgs mass range are shown in Figure 2 . The left distribution show the log likelihood distribution of the combined eµ, e + e − , and µ + µ − channels.
CDF H
Candidate events are triggered using either a central electron trigger, a central muon trigger, or a forward electron trigger that has an additional requirement on missing transverse energy in the calorimeter with the dataset corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3.0f b −1 . Leptons in the events are identified by requiring a central track matched to either an electromagnetic calorimeter cluster, a muon stub, or a non-fiducial region of the calorimeter and muon detector subsystems. The leptons are categorized into one of six quality levels: two for electrons, three for muons, and one for non-fiducial tracks. Events are then classified as contributing to either the high or low signal to background regions based upon the combination of the lepton quality categories. All leptons are required to be isolated from other activity in the calorimeter and tracking subsystems. Events are required to contain two lepton candidates with the first lepton having a minimum E T > 20 GeV and a looser requirement on the second leading lepton of E T > 10 GeV. The lepton are required to have opposite charge and their invariant mass (M ℓℓ )is required to be greater than 16 GeV/c 2 . To suppress the large Drell-Yan backgournd, the events are require to have E spec T > 25 GeV for dielectron and dimuon events, and E spec T > 15 GeV for electron-muon events where E spec T is defined as:
After the initial selection, the candidate events are analyzed based upon the jet multiplicity in the event. A jet is required to have p T > 15 GeV and |η| < 2.5, and the three final states are the no jet events, 1-jet events, and events with 2 or more jets. By separating the events based upon jet multiplicity, the contributions from the gluon-gluon fusion, VBF, and associate production can be partitioned and the appropriate multivariate technique applied. The jet multiplicity was found to have excellent agreement with the predicted background giving confidence to analyzing the candidate events in several jet samples.
0-Jet Analysis
For events with a jet veto, gluon-gluon fusion is the only signal production process considered to contribute. Using MCFM [10] LO calculations, a likelihood ratio discriminant is calculated as a ratio between the the integrated probability density of H → W W or W W production and the sum of the probability densities of H → W W , W W , ZZ, W γ, and W + jets production for each event. Because of the jet veto, there is higher precision in the measured E / T , and the integration over unobserved degrees of freedom provides more discriminating power. The two likelihood ratios are then input into an Artificial Neural Network along three other variables: ∆R(ℓ, ℓ), ∆φ(ℓ, ℓ), and the scalar sum of the leptons E T and E / T . The resulting NN output in the high signal to background sample for jet veto events is shown in Figure 3 . 
1-Jet Analysis
For events containing one jet, the signal contribution from gluon-gluon fusion is combined with the contributions from VBF and associated production [9] adding an additional 20% expected signal. An Artificial Neural Network is constructed using eight input variables: M (ℓ, ℓ), the transverse mass M T (ℓℓE / T ),∆R(ℓ, ℓ),H T , E / T spec ,p T (ℓ 1 ),p T (ℓ 2 ),E(ℓ 1 ). The resulting NN output in the high signal to background sample for one jet events is shown in Figure 3 .
2-Jet Analysis
For events containing two or more jets, the signal contribution from gluon-gluon fusion is combined with the contributions from VBF and associated production adding an additional 60% expected signal. An Artificial Neural Network is constructed using eight input variables:
T . The resulting NN output in the high signal to background sample for two or more jet events is shown in Figure 3. 
Combined CDF Results
The NN outputs for the five samples (two for 0-jet, two for 1-jet, and one for 2-jet) are combined into a binned likelihood function. The signal to background rates are allowed to float in each bin based upon a set of Gaussian constraint while maintaining the expected signal to background ratio. The 95% confidence limit is determined based upon 10,000 Monte Carlo background only experiments generated from the expected yields keeping systematics between channels correctly correlated. For m H = 165 GeV/c 2 the observed cross section limit was 1.63 times greater than the SM cross section with an expected sensitivity of 1.66 times the SM cross section. The combined NN output for all channels and the observed and expected limits for the combined sample is shown in Figure 4 . 
CONCLUSION
The search for standard model H → W W ( * ) production in the ℓℓνν final state was performed at CDF and DØṪhe searches show no signs of an excess in the area of sensitivity and have placed limits of 1.63 and 1.9 times the SM cross section for CDF and DØ respectively. The Higgs search analyses at the Tevatron continue to show factors of improved sensitivity beyond that expected from the simple enlargement of the data sample. The CDF and DØ combined cross section limit for the H → W W ( * ) production was performed and provided the first 95% exclusion of a standard model Higgs boson at the Tevatron at m H = 170 GeV/c 2 . The search for the Higgs will continue to be the focus of the Tevatron program and the sensitivity should improve considerably in the coming years.
